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Abstract
In this and a set of companion whitepapers, the USQCD Collaboration lays out a program
of science and computing for lattice gauge theory. These whitepapers describe how calculation
using lattice QCD (and other gauge theories) can aid the interpretation of ongoing and upcoming
experiments in particle and nuclear physics, as well as inspire new ones.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In 2018, the USQCD collaborations Executive Committee organized several subcommittees to recognize future opportunities and formulate possible goals for lattice field theory
calculations in several physics areas. The conclusions of these studies, along with community
input, are presented in seven whitepapers [1–7].
Numerical studies of lattice gauge theories in general—and of lattice quantum chromodynamics (lattice QCD) in particular—have been a driver of high performance computing
(HPC) for nearly 40 years. Lattice-QCD practitioners have innovated in the algorithmic,
hardware, and performance space with an impact that has reached substantially beyond
the field. Examples include influence on supercomputer architectures such as the IBM Blue
Gene line of systems, development of algorithms that are used in other domains, such as
hybrid Monte Carlo, and early adoption of new technologies such as graphics processing
units.
The power of computers continues to increase. At the same time, the adoption of novel
algorithmic approaches such as better preconditioners, improved linear and eigensolvers,
more efficient molecular dynamics time integrators, and more powerful boost the available
statistics. Thus, the scientific output of lattice-QCD calculations has far exceeded the growth
one would expect purely from hardware speed-up alone.
These advances have been supported in two main ways, under the umbrella of the USQCD
Collaboration. One consists of software development through successive generations of the
United States Department of Energy (DOE) Scientific Discovery through Advanced Computing (SciDAC) program, and now also by the DOE Exascale Computing Project (ECP).
The other is a series of infrastructure projects, known as LQCD, supported by the DOE
Office of High Energy Physics and the Office of Nuclear Physics. These efforts have led to
large-scale cooperation with colleagues at large-scale and leadership-class computing facilities (LCFs), as well as industrial partners. U.S. lattice-QCD researchers has invested in and
fostered a community with strong HPC expertise, which allows them to be energetic participants in the drive towards exascale computing, with the USQCD Collaboration forming a
very active component within the ECP.
Lattice-QCD has been an early adopter of many disruptive technologies and its community expertise in the use of heterogeneous, multi-core and accelerated architectures at
leadership computing facilities may be of benefit to experimental colleagues.
The community is also working actively to develop approaches which can successfully
bring artificial intelligence and machine learning approaches to our computational toolkit
where appropriate, and efforts are beginning to develop quantum computing methods for
lattice-QCD.
After an introduction to lattice-QCD in section I, a description of lattice-QCD workflow
is given in section II. Section III-V give more detailed descriptions of algorithms, techniques
and challenges in each major part of lattice-QCD worflow: gauge generation, propagator
generation and correlation function construction. We discuss the hardware landscape as
we see it currently going forward to the Exascale in section VI, and discuss the software
technologies and strategy that underlie our successful exploitation of leadership as well as
smaller scale departmental sized computer systems in section VII. We conclude the whitepaper with a section on the potential use of machine learning techniques (section VIII) and an
outline of the state of the field in its approach to research in quantum computing (section
IX).
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I.

LATTICE QCD AND LEADERSHIP COMPUTING
A.

Introduction

Lattice quantum chromodynamics is the only known, model-independent, non–perturbative
method available for the evaluation of path integrals in quantum chromodynamics (QCD),
and as such plays a vital role in modern theoretical high energy and nuclear physics. latticeQCD calculations underpin vital research, for example testing the limits of the Standard
Model of particle physics, aiding in the understanding of the production and properties of
hybrid meson resonances and many other areas. The focus of this whitepaper is a description
of the state of the art in computational technology underpinning such calculations, as well
as further research opportunities in the computational arena to benefit future calculations
on forthcoming pre-exascale and exascale systems. We also consider rapidly developing new
areas of computation such as machine learning (ML) and Big Data approaches and quantum computing. We refer the reader to the companion whitepapers for details of research
opportunities in various areas of nuclear and high energy physics [1–6].
In this initial section, we give a very high level overview of the interactions of lattice-QCD
and computing and the main topics of this whitepaper, which are then expanded upon in
(occasionally technical) detail in the subsequent sections. We will detail the mechanics of
lattice-QCD workflows in Sec. II outlining the main stages of the computation and commenting on the primary computational features of the stages. In Sec. III we will discuss current
lattice-QCD generation algorithms and advances including topics of current research, which
we will follow in Sec. IV with a discussion of linear solvers and eigensolvers. Thereafter we
will discuss correlation function construction in Sec. V, present our view of the current and
upcoming hardware systems in Sec. VI and our software efforts to exploit them in Sec. VII.
We will round out our overview with details of nascent research into machine learning and
quantum computing in Sec. VIII and Sec. IX respectively.
B.

Evaluating lattice QCD path integrals

Through the process of discretizing four-dimensional spacetime onto a regular lattice,
path integrals are turned into a high-dimensional but countable set of integrals. Due to
analytical continuation to Euclidean time, the path integral weight of a configuration of fields
can take on an interpretation as a Boltzmann-like probabilistic weight. Mathematically, the
system to be solved becomes similar in nature to a crystalline system or spin-glass such
as one may encounter in condensed-matter physics, and the path integrals themselves can
be evaluated numerically through Monte Carlo methods. The probabilistic weight due to
dynamical quarks corresponds to the determinant of the respective fermion kernels which
are prohibitively expensive to evaluate directly. As such, these determinants are universally
simulated by expressing the determinant as auxiliary integral over so called pseudofermion
fields, which can be evaluated in the same process as the main path integral.
C.

Exploiting leadership computers and new architectures

The cost of such calculations is formidable and in the pursuit of ever more realistic
calculations, lattice-QCD practitioners have been working at the forefront of high perfor3

mance computing (HPC) for over 40 years contributing in aspects as diverse as building
custom supercomputers, carrying out architecture specific code optimizations, inventing and
contributing to new simulation algorithms, adopting software engineering best practices and
most recently applying other practices such as opportunistic running through workflow systems using similar tools as colleagues in experiment. Indeed, lattice-QCD has turned into
a mature science with complex simulation campaigns carried out in an industrial fashion. Current sophisticated calculations have been carried out over a long period of time at
large-scale facilities such as Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF), Argonne
Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF) and the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC), as well as using dedicated cluster facilities at Thomas Jefferson
National Accelerator Facility (Jefferson Lab), Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) and Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in a coordinated fashion. An important
aspect when using so many resources is the automation of the analysis portion of calculations where lattice-QCD researchers have formed a partnership with the ATLAS PanDA [8]
team at BNL to bring workflow technologies such as the ones used in experimental big-data
analysis into regular use for lattice-QCD calculations.
D.

Lattice-QCD spin-offs into other science and technology domains

The innovations in lattice-QCD research have had several spin-offs in other areas of
science. The hybrid Monte-Carlo algorithm [9] used to generate lattice gauge configurations
with dynamical fermions has found many other applications, including machine learning [10],
the study of protein structures, e.g., [11, 12], and in the analysis of financial time series e.g.,
[13, 14]. Two of the same authors also developed a precursor of Riemann manifold HMC [15]
more than 20 years before it was fully developed in [16].
E.

Designing and utilizing novel hardware in partnership with industry

Lattice-QCD practitioners have built or were involved in building several custom computers designed to carry out lattice QCD simulations efficiently including early systems built
at Columbia University, the GF11 supercomputer built at IBM [17], the APE series of computers in Europe e.g. [18] and relatively recently the QCDSP systems built at Columbia
University (CU) and Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and the QCDOC [19] systems built as collaborative projects between CU, BNL, the RIKEN-BNL Research Center
(RBRC) and Edinburgh University. The QCDOC system in particular was a sister project
of the IBM Blue Gene/L [20] supercomputer, with the two systems having overlapping and
collaborating design teams and having shared several pieces of co-designed hardware elements. Work under contract continued with IBM to develop the subsequent Blue Gene/P
and Blue Gene/Q systems [21]. Lattice-QCD researchers now work closely with companies
such as Intel, Nvidia, HPE, and SGI in order to maximally exploit up and coming hardware
offerings.
Lattice-QCD researchers in Europe started to exploit graphics processing units (GPUs) as
early as 2007 writing code over computer graphics interfaces [22] and in the U.S. since 2008–
2009. The then newly released CUDA programming API was used to produce the QUDA
library [23–27]. QUDA has become the basis for the exploitation of GPUs by USQCD,
as discussed below in Sec. VII. Jefferson Lab fielded the first large-scale, GPU-accelerated
4

cluster designed specifically for lattice QCD in 2009. Thus, the lattice-QCD community
was ready when large-scale GPU resources appeared in 2012 on the Titan and BlueWaters
systems at the OLCF and at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA).
Since then, the lattice-QCD community has formed strong partnerships with Nvidia (with
several lattice-QCD researchers having found careers there), and with Intel to produce highly
optimized codes to run on the emerging Intel Xeon Phi Knights series of computers working
successively with Knights Ferry, Knights Corner and most recently Knights Landing (KNL),
which powers several large-scale systems including the Cori system at NERSC and the Theta
system at the ALCF. Several lattice-QCD researchers received the prestigious Gordon Bell
Prize for High Performance Computing in 1998 (price/performance) and in 2006 (Special
Achievement Award). Lattice-QCD software was a Gordon Bell finalist in 2018.

F.

Lattice QCD software

Lattice QCD in the U.S. has greatly benefited from continuous funding through successive iterations of the Scientific Discovery through Advanced Computing (SciDAC) program of
the US Department of Energy (DOE), Office of Science. Through this funding an extremely
capable set of codes and libraries have been developed that allow lattice-QCD practitioners to exploit the architectural diversity of currently available computing hardware. Most
lattice-QCD codes are written in a mixture of C and C++, making use of on-node threading (typically with OpenMP on multi-core CPUs and CUDA on Nvidia GPU accelerators)
and internode communications with message passing between nodes (and sometimes within
them). Lattice-QCD codes attempt to leverage development best practices including the use
of distributed version control systems, and regular testing. Indeed, some pieces of software
support full continuous integration testing.

G.

Towards the exascale

As we stand at the dawn of the exascale era, the USQCD Collaboration is participating
in the U.S. Exascale Computing Project (ECP), to ensure readiness of our codes for the
forthcoming generation of computers. The USQCD contribution encompasses many areas
including the improvement of gauge field generation, research in the areas of linear solver
and related algorithms (e.g., eigensolvers, and trace estimation), a re-tooling of the software
infrastructure paying special attention to upcoming architectures, modularization and layering of software components and their interoperability, novel computing languages, and new
programming models to provide productivity and performance portability.

H.

Machine learning and quantum computing

Recent trends in high performance computing have raised to prominence the rapidly
developing areas of machine learning, big data analysis, and quantum computing. Deep
learning has major commercial applications that are influencing both hardware (such as the
tensor cores on the Nvidia Volta V100 GPU, or the increase in support for low precision
arithmetic on the Intel Xeon Phi Knights Mill architecture) as well as how some areas of the
scientific enterprise are carried out. While machine learning has not yet been applied at a
5

large scale to lattice-QCD simulation, it offers several areas where it can assist in optimizing
simulation campaigns.
Finally, although the use of quantum computing for production lattice-QCD calculations
is likely still several years away, the community is already investing resources to be ready
for its exploitation, working with early quantum computing systems.

I.

Summary

In summary, lattice-QCD calculations are, and have historically been, at the very forefront
of high performance computing. Research topics range from areas as diverse as hardware
architecture design, applied mathematics, software and workflow technologies, to machine
learning and quantum computing. lattice-QCD has had several algorithmic spin-offs into
other disciplines and maintains close links with industrial partners for co-design and early
adoption and exploitation of new hardware technologies. Computational lattice-QCD is well
poised to utilize the very first exascale and pre-exascale systems and is already undertaking
research into exploiting the newly emerging area of quantum computing.

II.

LATTICE-QCD CALCULATIONS NEED SPEED AND THROUGHPUT

Lattice-QCD calculations are generally comprised of three main parts. The first step is
the generation of ensembles of gauge field configurations, which is a Monte-Carlo sampling
of the strong force fields in the vacuum, including all the effects of gluonic self interactions
and the interactions of gluons and sea quarks. The ensembles are parameterized by the
strong coupling and the masses of the sea quarks. These parameters implicitly set the lattice
spacing. The second step of the process is the computation of quantities of interest (known
as observables) which for quantities involving quarks generally includes the computation of
quark propagators. The computation of an observable is also referred to as “measurement”.
We discuss all these stages in detail in subsequent sections, and will restrict our focus here
to their computational properties.

A.

Gauge Generation

Generally several ensembles need to be generated, with a range of sea quark masses,
lattice spacings and volumes, in order to allow controlled extrapolations between ensembles
to the physical quark masses, the continuum limit and infinite volume. While calculations
directly at the physical quark masses have recently become feasible, heavier mass ensembles
may be required, for example, for parameter tuning purposes or to map the quark mass
dependence of quantities of interest, depending on the calculation
Within each ensemble successive configurations are generated from preceding ones via a
Markov process, so that the probability of a configuration occurring is proportional to its
probabilistic weight in the path integral (importance sampling). In this case, measurements
can simply be averaged over the configurations in the ensemble to form the estimators for
the path integrals. The statistical uncertainty of these ensemble averages depends
p on the
number of independent configurations, Ncfg , in the ensemble, and decreases as 1/ Ncfg . As
such the statistical precision can be controlled by increasing the number of configurations in
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the ensemble, so that given sufficient computer time high-precision calculations are possible,
for example, as are needed to test the Standard Model.
The primary computational cost of gauge generation is the cost of a single Markov update
step during which time the lattice Dirac equation may need to be solved hundreds of times—
as detailed in Sec. III—and at various quark masses. Due to the sequential nature of
the Markov process, the only parallelism available is the data parallelism arising between
the lattice sites, making gauge generation a strong scaling challenge. In current advanced
simulations, a single Markov step may take between 10 minutes and 1 hour on on hundreds
or thousands of GPU devices on a leadership system such as OLCF Titan. One generally
saves the state of the fields every couple of steps, resulting in a data access pattern of writing
one configuration of size a few tens of GB every hour or so.
B.

Propagator Computation

The second step in the process is the computation of quark propagators. This is akin
to releasing a test charge in an electric field and following its progress along the field lines,
but a color charge is used instead of an electric one in the background of the strong force
(gauge) field, and rather than “following the movement” of a quark, an object known as
a quark propagator is generated. The quark propagator is labeled at each end by indices
corresponding to the position, color, and other quantum numbers. These indices later need
to be contracted into “colorless” correlation functions in a step known as correlation function construction. The latter two steps are deeply related, depending on the nature of the
observables at hand, since that dictates the number and nature of propagators which need
to be computed. From a workflow point of view however, it is worth separating them, as
the propagator calculation and contraction steps have somewhat different computational
characteristics.
The propagator calculation step involves solving the lattice Dirac equation for a variety
of color sources. Depending on the observables, O(100k–1M) propagator solves may need
to be carried out on each configuration in a given ensemble. Here one can use the data
parallelism available from the lattice, but also since each gauge configuration in an ensemble,
and each quark source are treated as being independent, one has access to a large degree
of comfortable parallelism. This step is very much in the vein of industrial computing.
Rather than being a strong-scaling challenge this step is gated by throughput. Typically
O(10–100) GPUs are used per solve instead of O(1000), and O(10–100) separate propagator
computations can be run in a single job, on a leadership class system potentially using up to
the whole system in ensemble mode. Since smaller partitions are needed for each solve, midrange cluster resources built out of commodity white box components and having potentially
less capable, but substantially cheaper communication fabrics than the leadership systems
have proved extraordinarily cost effective for this step of calculations.
Due to their size, leadership systems can provide higher instantaneous throughput at any
given time, potentially shortening time to solution. Ultimately, however, the overall progress
on either type of system are gated also by the sizes of computer time allocations. Typical
propagator runs in the area of quark propagators been able to regularly use O(2000-8000)
GPU nodes of a system such as Titan at OLCF, or indeed several 1k–4k partitions of systems
like the Intrepid IBM Blue Gene/P system (and its predecessors) at ALCF.
This phase of the calculation is entirely dominated by a variety of linear and eigensolvers,
which will be discussed further in Sec. IV. Further, this stage has a very different I/O pattern
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from gauge generation. In the case of Wilson fermions, a propagator component is about
one third the size of a gauge field. Hence in a several hour job, with perhaps O(10k) solves,
there is the potential to generate of O(10-100TB) of data. This is generally not feasible to
save outright and typically some amount of in-situ data reduction is carried out. Hence this
step is characterized by an ensemble style, with a high degree of output I/O that is generally
written in a temporally structured pattern, and database technologies may well be used to
store the output data. Due to the high amount of I/O this stage can also benefit from burst
buffer technologies and potentially I/O staging and in-memory coupling with subsequent
analysis steps.
C.

Correlation function construction

The final contraction step generally uses the outputs of the propagator stage, to generate correlation functions, which can then be subjected to statistical analysis (fitting, error
estimation, etc.). Typically, this stage is also carried out in an ensemble style. However, it
is distinct from the propagator calculation, since the contractions typically need to be performed only over 3-dimensional space for a given value of Euclidean time. Hence, one can in
principle often exploit parallelism among the Euclidean time-slices and codes also need to
access 3-dimensional subsets of the original data. Since one needs to work generally on one
time-slice at a time, the contraction codes are typically single node using at most thread level
parallelism on multi-core processors. These codes have generally not yet been transferred
to GPUs to such an extent as the preceding stages and exploiting more recent architectures
for this work is a critical target of current development projects. These codes have yet
again different I/O patterns, requiring essentially random read access to the products of the
propagator calculation step, and can also benefit from database technologies, burst buffers
and potential in-memory coupling to the preceding propagator calculation steps.
While gauge generation campaigns are typically carried out by simulating only a handful
of ensembles concurrently over long periods of time, propagator and correlation function
calculations employ a much higher level of ensemble parallelism and campaigns need to
manage thousands of jobs. Workflow technologiues such as PANDA [8] or home-grown ones
such as [28] present opportunities to have better control over the analysis campaigns, for
example to automatically schedule and distribute jobs, restart failed ones and to exploit
backfill cycles where available.
D.

Simulations of QCD at finite temperature and density

An important exception to the pattern discussed above are calculations carried out at
finite temperature. In these calculations, finite temperature is achieved by having shorter
Euclidean time extents, so lattices are typically smaller than in the zero-temperature calculations, discussed above. In these situations, one can in many cases carry out both the
gauge generation and the analysis part of the calculation using single nodes, and the key to
progress comes from carrying out ensemble jobs to perform parameter sweeps, for example,
to find phase transitions, critical points or to determine quantities as a function of temperature or density. In turn, finite-temperature codes have made perhaps best use of the
hardware available in hybrid, accelerated nodes, by being able to separately use the GPUs
for one part of their work (e.g., propagator calculation) while using the CPUs concurrently
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to make progress on other aspects (e.g., gauge generation). Due to their ensemble nature,
and the requirements of using only a single node (or at most a few nodes) per task, these
calculations can also derive a large benefit from workflow engines, and especially if these
can exploit the backfill cycles of large systems such as those at leadership facilities. As
finite-temperature calculations advance, the spatial lattices are expected to grow in size,
and it will be necessary to move beyond large ensembles of single node jobs, to ensembles
of multi-node jobs. Preparing code for this future is a focus of the DOE Office of Nuclear
Physics SciDAC-4 project.
E.

Impacts of hardware architecture trends

The current trend in leadership computer systems is for individual compute nodes to
attain denser and denser floating-point capability, resulting in systems with fewer, more
floating point capable nodes. At the same time, interconnect speeds have grown more slowly,
which can present challenges for strong-scaling problems such as gauge generation. Simply
put, a single stream of gauge generation may not be able to strong scale as effectively, to as
many nodes as before. As a result, one can anticipate that gauge generation will also undergo
a transformation to a more ensemble style calculation where (ideally) several independent
Markov chains run in parallel. Each would use a larger partition than is used for propagator
calculations, but with a single partition not yet taking up a very large fraction of a leadership
system. Parallelism between Markov chains will be required to use the leadership hardware
most efficiently. In this situation, gauge generation will become a much more complex task
to manage in terms of human time, and it therefore will benefit from suitable workflow
systems.
Finally, we note that lattice-QCD calculations are voracious, since the statistical precision
is limited principally by the number of configurations in an ensemble and by the number of
propagators one can compute on these configurations. As such, it is highly unlikely that the
full needs of very high precision lattice calculations can be met by a single computer system
even in the exascale era. It is highly likely that just as now, work will proceed through
coordinated use of several sites, including ASCR facilities as well as local, institutional,
or collaboration wide resources. To facilitate this, high speed networks and efficient data
transfer tools (such as Globus [29]) are essential and are comparable in need to those of
high-energy or nuclear physics experiments.
III.
A.

THE COMPUTATIONAL CASINO: GAUGE GENERATION
Overview

In this section, we consider details of the gauge generation. As mentioned previously,
the overall gauge generation process is a Markov chain, which generates each successive
configuration from the previous one. As a large ensemble of independent configurations is
required at each set of physical parameters, it is typical to run a few chains simultaneously.
Successive configurations are typically correlated, and the number of Markov steps that
must be taken before two configurations can be considered independent is characterized
by some form of autocorrelation time, of which we typically consider two kinds. First is
the integrated autocorrelation time for an observable, which is used to inflate the statistical
9

error for the observable to take into account the autocorrelations between the configurations.
The second is the exponential autocorrelation time, which is the maximum of all integrated
autocorrelation times in the Markov process. They provide a guide how many Markov steps
one needs to take, starting from a given position, before one can consider that one is sampling
the desired equilibrium probability distribution properly.
The process of equilibration therefore is a modest up-front cost to generating an ensemble
(typically a few hundred to a thousand updates) which needs to be paid at least once.
While the ideal approach is to generate one single very long stream to minimize the cost
of equilibration and the effects from rapidly increasing integrated autocorrelation times in
simulations with ever finer lattice spacings (see Sec. III F), the serial nature of ensemble
generation can make the effective utilization of very large partitions on current large scale
computing resources challenging due strong scaling constraints and as a result it is not
uncommon to generate up to 4–5 streams per set of physical parameters in parallel. After
an initial chain is deemed to have been equilibrated, other streams are generally split off from
it. Each of these streams must also decorrelate from the main stream before its configurations
can be considered independent.
As an example, in the USQCD Wilson-clover program, typically one aims for 6000–10000
Markov updates comprised of configurations in 4–5 ensembles, with an initial equilibration
of approximately 1000 updates in the first ensemble and around 200–300 in each branching
ensemble. This typically yields around 400–500 usable configurations which are still potentially correlated, so that binning and other error estimation techniques are used to estimate
the true statistical uncertainties.
Since the parallelism of Markov chains is limited, one must rely on data parallelism
provided by the lattice sites and the fact that the lattice gauge theories are local. Within a
given chain, it is not possible to change the lattice volume (which would change the integral
the Monte Carlo is evaluating). Further, while the typical cost of a simulation scales only
mildly with the number of lattice sites (the volume), it scales in a much worse fashion with
other physical parameters such as reducing lattice spacing or the light-sea-quark masses.
In order to focus the power of the computing elements onto these more challenging factors, rather than on increasing the volume, the primary scaling metric for gauge generation
is strong scaling. In other words, as one scales to an increasing number of compute nodes,
the global problem size remains unchanged and correspondingly, the problem size on each
individual compute node decreases. Since the predominant communication patterns are
nearest-neighbor (stencil-like) boundary exchanges and global sums, decreasing local problem size will engender a worse surface-to-volume ratio for each compute node. This results
in decreased opportunity to overlap local computation with communication and a greater
exposure to bottlenecks arising from communication latencies and bandwidths. Further,
the evolution of hardware has favored increased single-node floating-point capability and
memory bandwidth, while internode fabric capabilities have not advanced at a comparable
rate, making the problem of strong scaling even worse on recent architectures.
In order to address the strong-scaling concerns, a great deal of current research is focused
on communication reduction and avoidance in one form or another. Typical approaches
include using domain-decomposition oriented preconditioners for linear solvers, communicating nearest-neighbor boundary data in reduced precision (requiring less bandwidth), and
using communication-reduction oriented (“s-step”) solvers which reduce the number of reduction points and, hence latency effects.
One of the recent advances in lattice QCD has been the development of adaptive multi10

grid methods for linear solvers for some fermion actions. Typically such solvers provide
a near order of magnitude improvement over the best available implementation of regular
Krylov solvers such as conjugate gradients [30] or BiCGStab [31] for light quark masses.
However, for these solvers to be most effective they require a setup phase that can be
computationally expensive, and they are more constrained by strong scaling on their coarser
grids. In order to exploit multi-grid solvers for gauge generation, both these issues will need
to be confronted as we shall describe in Sec. III D.
Finally, autocorrelation times are known to increase as the lattice spacing is reduced,
leading to a phenomenon of critical slowing down. This is important as one performs calculations on ever finer lattices in order to give a better lever-arm for continuum extrapolations.
Thus, in addition to combating the effects of strong scaling, a large component of research is
focused on new Monte Carlo techniques that reduce this critical slowing down, as discussed
in Sec. III F.
In order to put these statements into context, in the following subsections we will describe
today’s workhorse algorithm of hybrid Monte Carlo. We will discuss our state of the art
implementation for so called Wilson clover fermions (although the general principles are
the same for any fermion action) including algorithmic improvements and the use of the
multi-grid algorithm and will show the benefit of these improvements on the Summit and
Titan systems at OLCF.
B.

Hybrid Molecular Dynamics Monte Carlo

Hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) [9], often known as Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, belongs to a
class of algorithms referred to as hybrid molecular dynamics Monte Carlo (MDMC). Treating
the SU(3) link matrices of a gauge field as canonical coordinates, the methods proceed by
ascribing canonically conjugate momenta and generating a Hamiltonian system, with
H(π, U ) = T (π) + S(U ),

(3.1)

where T (π) is a kinetic energy term depending on the momenta, and the potential term
S(U ) is the action to simulate. By drawing π on each lattice link from a Gaussian heatbath, the kinetic energy term maintains its familiar form T (π) = 21 ||π||2 . One can generate
new configurations from old ones by performing Hamiltonian molecular dynamics (MD) time
integration of Hamilton’s equations in a fictitious simulation time. Starting from some state
with momenta π 0 and gauge field (coordinate) U 0 , a new state (π, U ) is generated by MD
and is then either accepted or rejected with a Metropolis [32] acceptance probability. If the
trial state is rejected the original (π 0 , U 0 ) becomes the next state in the chain.
In order for the process to work, it must be both ergodic and have the required equilibrium
probability as its fixed point. Since the MD is energy conserving, the energy change along a
trajectory and the resulting acceptance probability are determined solely by the truncation
error in the numerical MD integration algorithm, which can be controlled by changing the
integration step-size. However in this case the system is integrated on a single hypersurface of (nearly constant) energy. In order to ensure ergodicity, the momenta are refreshed
regularly from a heat–bath which has the effect of moving the system to a different energy
hypersurface. In the regular HMC algorithm, momentum refreshment is done before every
trajectory but more elaborate approaches to momentum refreshment have been proposed
(such as generalized hybrid Monte Carlo [33]).
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In order for the desired equilibrium probability to be the fixed point of the Markov chain,
it is sufficient (but not necessary) to ensure that the detailed balance is maintained by the
algorithm. This can be ensured by using reversible time-integration methods which also
preserve the integration measure. The requirements of reversibility and area preservation
limit us in our choice of integrators and in practice they are satisfied by utilizing a reversible
combination of symplectic integrator steps. Commonly used integrators are the second order
leapfrog, second order minimum norm (2MN) [34], fourth order minimum norm (4MN) [34,
35], and more recently force-gradient [36–38] integration schemes, which over a trajectory
of unit length, have truncation errors of O(δτ 2 ) and O(δτ 4 ) respectively where δτ is the
integrator step-size. As the lattice volume grows, generally one needs to take smaller steps
to maintain a constant acceptance rate. It can be shown that for an integrator that scales as
O(δτ n ) for some integer power n, the numerical cost of the algorithm scales as O(V 1+1/2n ).
In order to include quarks, one employs the method of pseudofermions. In this case, the
Grassman integrals over quark fields are carried out explicitly and each fermion flavor adds a
determinant weight into the equilibrium probability of a given configuration. Evaluating the
full matrix determinant is computationally prohibitive, and instead the determinant terms
are expressed as an integral over bosonic fields, making use of the identity for two degenerate
flavors of quark, with fermion kernel M :
†

det(M M ) ∝

Z

†
†
dφ† dφ e−φ (M M )

−1

φ

(3.2)

where the φ fields are known as pseudofermion fields. These integrals are folded into the
main HMC process, by refreshing the pseudofermion fields from a heatbath at the start
of every update and carrying out the integrals stochastically over the whole simulation.
Typically the quarks are considered in degenerate pairs since the combination of M † M in
the integrals is manifestly Hermitian positive definite (HPD) and the resulting determinant
is manifestly real. One exception is domain-wall fermion formalism where the determinant
for a single flavor can be rewritten to be manisfestly HPD [39, 40], without the need for the
squared operator.
To simulate flavor combinations that cannot be expressed as M † M or in other HPD ways,
one can take roots of the squared term which are computed using an approximation such
as the optimal rational approximation expressed in partial fraction form, e.g., for the square
root, as:
N
X
−1/2
−1
†
†
φ M M
φ=A
pi φ† M † M + qi
φ
(3.3)
i=1

where N is the order of the approximation and A, pi and qi are approximation coefficients.
This approach is referred to as rational hybrid Monte Carlo (RHMC) [41]. Other approximation schemes are possible for example by using Chebyshev polynomial approximations in
the polynomial hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm (PHMC) [42].
The molecular dynamics algorithms are composed of updates to the momenta and gauge
field combined in a reversible manner. The momentum update needs to evaluate the force
term resulting from the action, which for fermionic terms ultimately results in the need to
solve the Dirac equation in several forms (discussed in Sec. IV). These computations require
the use of linear solvers, and the vast majority of the time spent in the MD updating is
spent in force computations and in linear solvers.
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C.

State of the art algorithms

Current state of the art gauge generation codes employ an impressive battery of algorithmic tricks. As quark masses approach their physical values the linear system to be solved
for the light quarks becomes increasingly more ill conditioned, and the resulting forces grow
in size requiring finer and finer time-steps [43]. To overcome this, simulations employ mass
preconditioning [44–46] by breaking up the light quark determinant, into a chain of auxiliary
determinants as

det(M † M ) = det



M †M
M0† M0

"


det

M0† M0
M1† M1

#
...
"
det

†
Mn−1
Mn−1

Mn† Mn

#
det [Mn Mn ] (3.4)

where we use the shorthand notation
"

Mi† Mi
†
Mi+1
Mi+1

#

h
i
†
−1
= Mi+1
Mi† Mi (Mi+1
)−1

(3.5)

and Mi and Mi+1 are slightly different in some way, for example by having a slightly different
quark mass. Since matrices in each term are identical except up to a small perturbation,
the ratio terms will be close to the identity matrix with a small perturbation. As such, the
force terms which result from the small perturbation will also be small. The final term,
which cancels off the effects of the chain is a regular two flavor term, but is no longer at a
light mass and can be integrated with reasonable cost. In order to take advantage of mass
preconditioning one needs to use a multiple time-scale integrator [47] which allows each
term in the action to be integrated on a separate time-scale. Terms with small forces can be
integrated with fewer long steps (and fewer force evaluations), while terms with large forces
(such as the cancellation two flavor piece or the gauge forces) need many fine time-steps,
but their evaluation is considerably less expensive numerically. Heuristically time step sizes
can be selected using the infinity norms of the associated MD forces [46], and can be more
formally understood and tuned using the technology of Poisson brackets [36, 37].
A recent advance in this area has been the introduction of force-gradient integrators [36–
38] which can give a fourth order accurate integrator with fewer linear system solutions
per time step needed than the previously discussed fourth order minimum norm integrator.
Force-gradient integrators can be understood using the framework of shadow Hamiltonian
methods and Poisson brackets, however a particularly elegant implementation trick has been
discovered [38], which makes their implementation surprisingly straightforward. Extending
them to multiple time scales is also possible.
Finally to reduce the cost of linear systems even further one can utilize so called chronological predictors. These components attempt to provide a good initial guess to the current
system to be solved based on the solutions from previous steps along the MD trajectory.
While technically their use violates reversibility, this is done in a soft way which can be
controlled by performing an accurate enough solution.
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D.

The use of multi-grid solvers in HMC

The use of multi-grid solvers in HMC presents numerous opportunities but also has some
basic challenges. The biggest challenge is due to the need to set-up and refresh the near-null
space basis on which the multi-grid method relies. Second, strong scaling is a more difficult
challenge when using multi-grid solvers than for typical single grid solvers, since multi-grid
strong scaling is dictated by the coarsest grid with the smallest number of lattice points.
We discuss multi-grid solvers in detail in Sec. IV and here consider our working code which
uses the implementation in the QUDA [23, 24, 26, 27] library. Our work builds on previous
efforts, using the QOP-MG library [48] on CPUs, which has been reported in [49] in HMC
and previously in [50] in the context of a DD-HMC simulation [51].
The QUDA multi-grid implementation constructs the null space by solving for the null
vectors vi by running an iterative solver on the system M vi = 0 with a random initial guesses
for the vectors vi , until some absolute precision, or maximum number of iterations is reached
for each one. Current calculations use 24–32 null-space vectors per level, and so potentially,
the setup cost is equivalent to nearly 24–32 solves which would pose a substantial overhead
if it were performed before every solve. One way to reduce the overhead is to use the same
subspace for several MD steps and refresh the subspace occasionally as done in [50].
Previous work has shown that for heavy quark masses a preconditioner may remain
effective over a whole trajectory [49] although for lighter quarks the preconditioner deteriorates [50] as the MD proceeds, and the gauge fields and the resulting Dirac operator evolve.
The deterioration is evidenced by an increase in the iteration count in the multi-grid solver.
A simple strategy is to set an iteration threshold, and to refresh the subspace vectors when
this threshold is reached. A further reduction in the refreshment cost can be achieved by
not recomputing the subspaces using completely new random initial guesses, but by taking
the existing vectors and iterating the null space solve on them for a fixed number of iterations to “polish” them. This brings two new parameters into play: the iteration threshold
for refreshment, and the number of refresh iterations, both of which need to be tuned for
optimal performance.
Several interesting research avenues remain open in the use of multi-grid solvers in gauge
generation. One can attempt to reduce the cost of subspace creation, for example by using an
adaptive process such as described [52, 53]. The strong scaling challenges can also be tackled
for example using domain-decomposed preconditioners [53] and communication avoiding
solvers. Higher raw performance may potentially be obtained by working with multi-grid
algorithms in a block-solver mode solving several systems at once. Fitting the latter into an
HMC algorithm still requires additional research.
E.

A case study: Chroma on Summit

As a case study we describe briefly the implementation of gauge generation in the Chroma
code [54] for use with GPUs in general and on the OLCF Summit supercomputer in particular. Chroma is built on a data parallel framework known as QDP++, and on GPU systems
there is an implementation of this known as QDP-JIT [55] which generates the necessary
GPU kernels out of the QDP++ expression templates “just-in-time” using the NVPTX back
end of the LLVM compiler framework. Thus using the QDP-JIT framework all the lattice
wide operations utilized by Chroma are automatically GPU accelerated. Chroma in turn
implements a variety of HMC integration schemes, including leapfrog, second and fourth
14
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FIG. 1. Wallclock times for running a Wilson-clover gauge generation benchmark, on Titan (red
bars) and Summit (green bars) prior to (left) and after (right) algorithmic and code optimizations
.

order minimum norm integrators, and most recently a force-gradient integrator [36–38].
For the linear solvers, Chroma calls out to the implementations in the QUDA library [23,
24, 26, 27], which provides a variety of solvers for the lattice Dirac equation as discussed
earlier and in Sec. IV. In particular for two flavor and determinant ratio solves we have
used its implementation of the aggregation multi-grid solver, where multi-grid is used as a
preconditioner to a generalized conjugate residual (GCR) iteration.
The multi-grid preconditioner features smoothers using the minimal residual (MR) [56]
algorithm whereas the bottom solver is a recursively multi-grid preconditioned GCR [56]
except for the lowest level where it is unpreconditioned. Recent improvements have also
yielded an implementation of communication-avoiding GCR (CA-GCR) which can be used
instead of MR in the smoothers, and instead of GCR at the coarsest level of the multigrid
hierarchy, although comparative numbers from Summit are not yet available for this development. Subspace creation and operator coarsening can be done entirely on the GPU.
The chronological predictor from QUDA has also been interfaced with Chroma which will
give QUDA access to Chroma’s chronological vectors for potential future algorithmic optimizations. Subspace refreshment is implemented as described earlier by setting an iteration
threshold which can trigger refreshment if exceeded, and the number of refreshment iterations can also be chosen by the user.
In Fig. 1, we show the wallclock times of running a gauge generation benchmark, which is
a single trajectory on a lattice of size 643 ×128 sites with light quarks corresponding to a pion
mass of 172 MeV. We show the performance of the original setup on Titan, which used three
determinant ratio terms and three single-flavor (rational approximation) terms, two of which
acted as the cancellation terms for the chain of determinant ratios. The evolution used the
fourth order minimum norm time-stepper with five force evaluations (MN5FV). The twoflavor term used a GCR solver with a domain-decomposed preconditioner (DD+GCR) [25].
The optimized algorithm uses instead four determinant ratio terms, with the final term in
the chain being canceled by a very heavy two-flavor term, and only one single-flavor rational
term for the strange quark. The determinant ratio terms had the choice of masses reoptimized. All two flavor and determinant ratio solves on Summit used the multi-grid solver,
with the subspace generated for the lightest quark flavor. Re-optimizing the determinant
ratio mass choices was possible because the multi-grid solver really tamed the cost of the
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ratio terms featuring light masses. The optimized setup also used the newly developed forcegradient integrator [36, 37], the chronological predictor from QUDA and a host of QUDA
improvements including pipelining of the GCR solver.
One can see that simply moving from 1024 nodes of Titan to 32 nodes of Summit (using
4 out of the 6 GPUs per node) without any algorithmic improvement resulted in a reduction
in wallclock time from 4006 to 1878 seconds, or a 2.13× wall–clock speedup. However taking
into account the reduction in the number of GPU devices (8×) the integrated speedup is 17×.
Some of this is due to relief from strong scaling effects faced by the 1024 GPU Titan run, and
the rest is from hardware improvements going from Titan to Summit. When the algorithmic
improvements are also folded in the Summit time drops to 439 seconds, an overall wall-clock
speedup of 9.13× compared to the original Titan run and taking into account the reduction
in devices an overall improvement of 73×. The algorithmic improvements fed back to 512
Titan nodes (the maximum number of devices onto which the coarsest grid of the multi-grid
could scale for this problem size) resulted in a run-time of 974 seconds, a wall-clock speedup
of 4.11× and an integrated improvement of about 8.2× taking into account the reduction in
the number of devices.

F.

Critical Slowing Down and Future Prospects

As the lattice spacing is reduced in current and future simulations, the range of length
scales in the problem (stretching from the pion Compton wavelength down to the lattice
spacing) grows and the current evolution algorithms suffer critical slowing down as noted
earlier: the stiff modes which evolve quickly must be integrated with a small step size while
the soft, long-distance modes will change very little in such a step and require many steps
to evolve significantly.
While this problem of critical slowing down has been recognized from the beginning
and interesting solutions proposed in the 1980s, e.g., Ref. [57], current calculations may now
involve a sufficiently large range of scales that substantial benefit may result from such methods. The study and development of methods to reduce critical slowing down is a current
focus of the lattice-QCD application project within the DOE Exascale Computing Project.
The most promising approaches are based on Fourier acceleration. Here the canonical momenta in the HMC evolution are made to depend on the gauge fields in such a way that the
stiff, short-distance modes are given a larger, fictitious mass in the kinetic energy term, so
that energy equipartition requires those modes to move with a small velocity while the soft,
long-distance modes are given a small mass and hence a larger velocity.
Introducing such a gauge-field dependent mass faces two difficulties. First, the resulting
kinetic energy depends on both the canonical momenta and coordinates, making the problem
non-separable and requiring an implicit integration scheme [16]. Second, the usual relation
between wavelength and frequency is spoiled by gauge symmetry, requiring either a gaugeinvariant operator such as the lattice Laplacian be used in the mass term or that a gaugefixed evolution be performed. At present a number of methods are being developed including
the Riemann manifold hybrid Monte Carlo (RMHMC) algorithm [16] and the look-ahead
HMC (LAHMC) algorithm [58]. While there are encouraging signs, a significant amount of
statistics is still needed to estabilsh the effect of these algorithms on known observables with
longest autocorrelation times.
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G.

Multi-grid inspired Monte-Carlo methods

Finally, we note that there has been research into using multi-grid like approaches (distinct from multi-grid linear solvers) to speed up the decorrelation of HMC simulations.
Recent work [59] has shown that one can reduce overall equilibration time for a given fine
system by projecting a fine lattice onto a coarse lattice (restriction), equilibrating that at a
faster rate using a suitably matched coarse action, then prolongating back to the fine level
and re-equilibrating on the fine level. This approach can have several practical applications,
from reducing the equilibration time of a single Markov chain, to producing independent seed
configurations for several Markov chains which can then be simulated on their respective
fine grids in parallel. To date this approach has been applied to pure Yang-Mills theories but
there are no in principle issues with applying it to simulations with dynamical fermions.
IV.
A.

LINEAR SYSTEMS AND EIGENSYSTEMS IN LATTICE QCD
Solvers in lattice QCD

As we have discussed above, the solution of various forms of Dirac equations constitute a
major part of lattice-QCD calculations. While colloquially referred to as inversions, what is
required is the application of a matrix inverse onto a source, in other words, the solution of
a linear system of equations. The solution of linear systems is a very rich field of numerical
linear algebra and lattice-QCD calculations can, on the one hand drive research in this area
of applied mathematics and on the other be a successful application of existing techniques.
The linear systems under considerations typically have dimensions proportional to the
lattice volume, which for current calculations can be O(108 –109 ) sites, depending on the
fermion formulation used (Wilson-like and staggered fermion formulations result in fourdimensional systems, while domain-wall like fermions possess an additional fifth dimension).
In all cases, the linear operators in these systems are complex valued and sparse following either a nearest neighbor (Wilson-like or domain-wall–like) or next-to-nearest neighbor stencil
pattern (improved staggered fermions). An exception is the so called overlap formulation
where the linear operator itself is not nearest neighbor but evaluating it relies on applying
a nearest-neighbor Wilson kernel. The linear operators themselves are not Hermitian, but
typically have a J Hermitian form (some form of γ5 Hermiticity, depending on the action)
which is generally maximally indefinite. The methods of choice solving these systems are
typically iterative solvers for sparse linear systems. As the quark masses in the linear operators approach the physical light quark masses from above, the resulting linear systems
become ill conditioned resulting in poor convergence behavior for the more conventional
Krylov subspace solvers, which is another form of critical slowing down.
It is standard practice to use a so called even-odd (or red-black) checkerboard preconditioning where iterative solvers need to be applied only to half the lattice sites (one checkerboard) using the Schur complement operator. The system on the other half of the sites is
then usually trivial to solve. In HMC simulations, pseudofermions need only be kept for
the checkerboard on which the Schur-complement operator acts, with the determinant on
the other checkerboard being handled explicitly if it is not trivial. This gives a speedup
of 2–3 × in solves and also reduces the forces in the gauge generation compared to the
unpreconditioned case.
Due to the different spectral properties of the different fermion formulations, the methods
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of choice for solving the various resulting Dirac equations differ. There are several systems
of equations to solve: a) M x = b needed for propagators; b) M † M x = b needed for two
flavor and ratio terms in gauge generation; c) the shifted system (M † M + σi I)xi = b with
solutions xi and shifts σi for systems arising in, for example, rational approximations; and
finally d) (M + δmi I)xi = b is useful, where δmi is a shift in the quark mass (staggered and
overlap fermions).
B.

Commonly used Krylov subspace methods

The method of choice for forms c) and d) to date have been the use of multi-shift conjugate gradients (M-CG) [60, 61]. This method generates all the solutions xi for the cost of
converging the system with the smallest shift. One downside of the method is that it relies on
all initial guesses for the xi to be parallel (typically the zero vector is used for all xi ), which
limits several tricks to aid performance such as restarting methods and residual replacement
strategies and hence also the use of reduced precision. Communication reduction approaches
that rely on using reduced communication preconditioners also cannot be used. To combat
these challenges, typically the solves are done to single precision initially, and then, if double
precision is required, the individual solutions are polished with subsequent non-multishift,
potentially mixed precision iterations. Additionally chronological approaches may be used
so that information built up during polishing one solution can be applied to the next.
We note that in case b) one has a manifestly Hermitian, positive definite (HPD) combination of M † M meaning that classical conjugate gradients [30] should always be able to
solve the system, although in ill conditioned cases convergence may be very slow. In the
case of form a) one can turn to conjugate gradients on the normal equations (CGNE) or on
the normal residuals (CGNR). However, form b) can also be solved for some fermion actions
using a two-step process by first solving M † y = b for an auxiliary vector y and then solving
M x = y. The convergence of each step is thus now gated by the condition number of M
or M † , which is the square root of that of M † M , which can result in an overall gain. However, since M and M † are no longer HPD, a solver is needed which can deal with non-HPD
matrices.
The Wilson and Wilson-clover formulations have perhaps lent themselves to the richest
exploration of algorithms in the area of solvers for lattice QCD. Early on it has been discovered that for heavy to medium light quark masses BiCGStab [31] is an effective solver
for forms a) and b). In order to save effort at light quark masses, especially in the analysis
part of calculations a variety of methods were developed including deflated solvers such as
Eig-CG [62] and Eig-BiCGStab [63] which find the basis for the low modes of the operator during the initial first few solves and then deflate them in subsequent ones. Another
approach to deflation was proposed in Ref. [64], using FGMRES-DR [65] where a subspace
developed during an FGMRES [66] Arnoldi cycle is reused in subsequent augmented Arnoldi
cycles. Yet another approach to deflation was found in Ref. [67], where a GCR solver was
deflated based on a subspace generated by near zero modes of the operator M supported
over blocks of the lattice, an idea that is in essence a two grid variant of an additive multigrid algorithm. Explicit deflation by a pre-computed basis of low-lying eigenvectors is also
possible, and may be desirable if the eigenvectors computed can be used elsewhere, such as
in the low mode averaging (LMA) and all mode averaging (AMA) approaches to computing
correlation functions (see Sec. V). Recently adaptive multi-grid algorithms have also been
successfully applied to Wilson-clover systems [53, 68] which we discuss in Sec. IV C.
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Other formulations have had varied success in employing newer solver technologies to
date. BiCGStab, for example, simply fails with domain wall fermions. Multi-grid approaches
such as HDCG [69] and HDCR [70] have been developed for domain wall fermions but
presently use the squared M † M operator. Recently, a similar approach to [67], based on
multispliting, has been shown to be effective for domain wall fermions [71]. In the area of
staggered fermions, there has been an exploration of block solvers to make more efficient
use of available memory bandwidth [72], with current development also exploring extended
Krylov subspace methods. In parallel, research is underway as part of ECP to bring the
benefits of multi-grid solvers to staggered fermions [73].

C.

Adaptive aggregation multi-grid methods

Multi-grid and related algorithms, based on local coherence [67], have perhaps been
the biggest breakthrough technology in lattice-QCD calculations of Wilson-clover fermions
of recent years [26, 50, 53, 68, 75]. The multi-grid cycles are typically implemented as
a preconditioner to a flexible outer solver such as GCR or FGMRES. The preconditioning
step computes an approximate inverse applied to a vector and so is itself a solver. Multi-grid
preconditioners work, colloquially speaking, by separating high and low frequency modes of
the linear operator. The error to the system from the high frequency modes is reduced by a
step known as smoothing, and can be affected by for example iterating a simple solver like
MR [56], or a Schwarz-alternating process [53]. To deal with the components of the error
from low-modes of the operator, the system is projected onto a coarse lattice resulting in a
coarse linear system using a coarse linear operator and vectors in a step known as restriction.
A correction to reduce errors from the low modes is then computed on the coarse grid and the
result is then moved back to the fine grid in a step called prolongation. Since this step may
bring in some unwanted high frequency modes, the system may undergo smoothing again
to result in a final multi-grid correction. The steps of restriction, coarse solve, prolongation
and smoothing can be combined into various multi-grid cycles, including recursively such as
the so called V cycle, K cycle, and F cycles.
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The multi-grid methods used successfully to date in lattice QCD have been variants of
adaptive smoothed aggregation [76]. To define the coarse operator and the restriction and
prolongation operators, the lattice is split into blocks and fine degrees of freedom on these
blocks are aggregated to form the coarse degrees of freedom. This relies on the phenomenon
of local coherence [67], which is a physical re-statement of the mathematical weak approximation property. Loosely speaking, local coherence means that the long wavelength modes
on blocks of the lattice are good representations of long wavelength modes on the whole lattice, allowing the aggregation over blocks to produce a good coarse operator, which captures
faithfully the low modes of the original operator.
Multi-grid algorithms have several very attractive features: They are optimal in the sense
that their convergence properties (when properly tuned) should depend only on the volume
of the system to be solved and they eliminate the critical slowing down in terms of quark
mass as can be seen in Fig. 2. As a result a well optimized implementation such as the
one in the QUDA library for GPUs [23, 26] can provide close to an order of magnitude
improvement over the best optimized BiCGStab implementation for Wilson-clover fermions.
This also results in highly increased energy efficiency of the computations. Since multi-grid
works on minimizing the error rather than the residuum of a given system, the solutions
produced tend to be of higher quality than, say, BiCGStab, in the sense that the error of
the solution tends to be smooth and small over all the lattice sites whereas residuum based
methods have error components that can fluctuate a great deal, as shown in Fig. 3. Due
to being used primarily as a preconditioner, multi-grid cycles can make use of the reduced
precision capabilities of recent hardware architectures. However, as a result of working on
a succession of coarser grids, the strong scaling of the method is gated by the volume of
the coarsest level. This tends to be less of a problem for propagator analysis where one can
scale up in ensemble mode running several solves simultaneously in its own small partition,
but can be limiting in strong scaling situations like gauge generation. There are several
ways to reduce strong scaling effects, for example by employing domain decomposition in
the smoothers [53] or turning to communications avoiding algorithms. If the coarse system is
sufficiently small, it can be replicated and solved (redundantly but faster) by all the nodes of
a parallel calculation. This is a very active area of research as we head towards the exascale.
D.

Reduced precision and communication reduction

Hardware architectural developments have had a strong influence on the development
of lattice QCD linear solvers. The linear operators for the most frequently used fermion
formulations have low arithmetic intensities (e.g., less than 1 FLOP/byte in single and
less than 0.5 FLOP/byte in double precision) and are memory bandwidth bound on current
architectures. In a parallel system, depending on the size of the halo region the computation
may be impacted by both network bandwidth or latency. Multi-grid approaches on the
coarser grid can typically have high surface to volume ratios and may also be latency bound.
As a result a great deal of effort has gone into optimizing memory bandwidth use and
reducing communications needs in implementations. Further, modern hardware often has
a greater capability to deliver single precision FLOPs than double precision. As such, it is
desirable to perform as much computation in reduced precision as possible.
Communication latencies can be reduced through the use of pipelining and communication avoiding Krylov solvers such as s-step methods that reduce the number of potentially
latency sensitive global reductions. Bandwidth use can be reduced in cases by applying do20

main specific knowledge such as by employing gauge compression as pioneered in the QUDA
library, which uses the properties of SU(3) matrices to represent them either as two rows
(reconstructing the third via vector-product) or by representing them through the coefficients of the 8 Gell-Mann generator matrices. These approaches reduce the amount of data
transferred through the memory system, trading bandwidth for the freely available FLOPs
required to reconstruct the original data before use.
Mixed precision can be exploited in solvers through using varieties of iterative refinement
such as pioneered by the QUDA library in the form of reliable updates. Using a flexible
outer solver process, which allows for nonstationary preconditioners, permits multiple optimizations to be employed in the preconditioner. First, one can use reduced precision with
all the benefits that brings and second one can employ communication reduction/avoidance
techniques such as domain-decomposition, or passing halo boundaries in reduced precision
to save on network bandwidth.
Flexible outer solvers can also aid in fault-tolerance, since they can embed the desired
regular solver as their preconditioner. Should the embedded solver complete without issue
the surrounding outer flexible solver would not need more than one iteration. Should softfaults affect the embedded solve, since it acts as a variable preconditioner, the outer process
which should still converge eventually [77].
Another way to improve performance of these solvers is to turn to block-solver approaches.
One feature of the block solver approach is that one can improve data reuse by applying
the same linear operator to several vectors at once [72, 78] thus increasing the arithmetic
intensity and enabling higher compute efficiencies. In some cases, this approach can also
benefit vectorization (where one can imagine potentially vectorizing over multiple systems).
Since in the analysis step many hundreds of thousands of systems need to be solved with
the same gauge field, this approach can find easy application.
We should note that many of the above techniques can be successfully combined. For
example gauge compression is straightforward to combine with all solvers for all fermion
formulations. Residual replacement techniques such as reliable updates can also be broadly
applied, except in special situations like the shifted conjugate gradients solver. Variants of
these techniques are available to all fermion formulations in the QUDA library, for example.
E.

Eigensolvers and deflation

While typical lattice-QCD problems have an enormous number of degrees of freedom,
the distribution of eigenvalues, or singular values for non-Hermitian matrices, offers a path
towards a significant reduction in computational cost. The spectrum of lattice Dirac operators is typically dense except for a relatively small number of low-lying (small in absolute
value) eigenvalues, where the density is low. As shown in Fig. 4, there are around ∼2000
such low-lying eigenpairs for a physical box of size ∼5 fm, while the total number of degrees
of freedom is on the order of 109 . Not only does this allow various exact and approximate
eigenvector-based deflated linear solvers to be effective, but these eigenvectors can also be
used to construct effective approximations for various quantities, further reducing the number of Dirac operator applications necessary to extract a given level of signal from each
lattice configuration by as much as two orders of magnitude. Some of these techniques such
as all mode averaging (AMA) [79, 80] or all-to-all [81] methods, will be described in Sec. V.
Naturally, eigensolvers or singular value decomposition (SVD) solvers are indispensable
tools in such approaches. Fortunately, the distribution of eigenvalues, except for the small21
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Many lattice-QCD applications must cope with the need to run on sufficiently many
nodes to have enough memory for all necessary data, even though running on so many nodes
would result in inefficiencies from strong scaling. While in some instances, one can split the
workflow up into an ensemble approach, running ensemble members in essentially separate
MPI jobs, this is not always desirable or possible. Inspired by software frameworks developed
for big data such as Hadoop [86], the split-grid algorithm allows a single application to switch
between one large domain and multiple smaller domains within a single application, so that
the performance of the Dirac operator application within a sub-domain is not in the strongscaling limit and can benefit from a better surface-to-volume ratio and network-bandwidth
use, while routines without significant internode communications can be run on the larger
partition making use of the aggregate memory to increasing data reuse and eliminate the
need for a large amount of disk I/O. Figure 6 is an illustration of split-grid approach,
while Fig. 7 is an example of split-grid technique applied to block Lanczos, which shows a
substantial overall speedup despite the fact that the number of Dirac operator applications
is the same as, or larger than, the case for the single-vector IRL.
V.

CORRELATION FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION

The penultimate 1 stage of the lattice-QCD workflow is the construction of Euclidean
correlation functions. There are a variety of methods in use for this phase, developed to
optimize the calculations of particular observables. Calculations of two-point correlation
functions typically rely on quark smearing to smooth unphysical ultraviolet fluctuations
that lead to statistical noise. However, the same methods that can be used to extract the
energies of eigenstates are not necessarily applicable to matrix elements, which also suffer
1

The final stage of the lattice-QCD workflow is statistical analysis, combining information from (ideally)
several ensembles to produce a physics results with statistical and systematic uncertainty estimates. As
this step poses no special computation problem, we do not cover it in this whitepaper.
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from statistical noise. Hence one is concerned with two sources of statistical error in correlation functions: a) noise coming from the gauge field sampling (gauge noise) which can
be controlled by the number of gauge configurations generated, and b) noise coming from
measurements probing a given gauge configuration (measurement noise). This latter noise
can be reduced by carrying out many independent measurements per configuration. Additionally, many quark operator constructions are needed to study nuclear systems; however,
the number of permutations to contract the quark lines grows factorially. This challenge is
discussed in more detail in Sec. 5.4 of the companion whitepaper “Hadrons and Nuclei” [4].
A.

Distillation

In a Monte Carlo calculation in lattice gauge theory, the physically relevant signal in
a correlation function falls exponentially as a function of Euclidean time and is rapidly
overwhelmed by statistical fluctuations. Operators that create low-lying energy eigenstates
at early values of Euclidean time are therefore invaluable and improve the quality of data
extracted exponentially. The generalized eigenvector variational procedure [87–89] provides
a robust method to project onto the the finite-volume eigenstates in a system, and helps to
ameliorate the rapid fall–off of the signal with the statistical noise. The method relies on
the construction of a large but diverse basis of operators that have varying overlaps onto
the ground states as well as the excited energy levels in a system. A matrix of correlation
functions is constructed with this basis, and the generalized eigenvalue problem is solved.
The time-dependence of the eigenvalues allows the determination of the finite-volume energy
levels in the system.
An efficacious approach to constructing a suitable basis of correlation functions is provided
by the distillation method [90]. In this method, a low-energy basis of vectors is used to
construct a low-rank definition of a quark-smearing operator. The factorization of the quark
smearing leads to the construction of propagators within the low-rank basis, as well as the
construction of multi-quark hadron operators that can be projected onto definite momentum.
A major advantage of the approach is that, a posteriori, Euclidean correlation functions can
be constructed. In particular, the method is well suited for investigations of multi-hadron
correlation functions. The hadron operator constructions can have relative momentum and
projected into an overall definite momentum transforming under suitable representations of
the lattice cubic group of rotations [91].
B.

Low- and all-mode averaging

As noted previously, the statistical errors of a given lattice-QCD calculation are limited
by the number of measurements, which involve generating quark propagators from sources
placed on different points of the lattice. The number of propagator inversions on a single
configuration can reach into the tens-to-hundreds of thousands or more. Deflation techniques
that exploit the relative sparseness of the lowest eigenvalues of the Dirac operator M , as well
as multi-grid approaches, both of which lower the number of iterations in linear solvers thus
bring a substantial reduction in computational cost. However, there are other properties
of M which allow for even further cost reduction. One such property is that the accuracy
of high and intermediate modes in the solutions does not affect the overall error of the
measurement for most of the quantities measured in lattice QCD. In other words, many
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“sloppy” measurements (with looser solver convergence criteria) with sources placed in different locations, or measured on different lattice configurations, produce a much smaller
error than using fewer, but more accurate solutions (with tight solver convergence criteria). All-mode-averaging (AMA) [79] exploits this property by defining what is allowed for
“sloppy” measurement without introducing bias.
For an observable O defined in terms of propagators, we can define an approximation
(appx)
O
which is both numerically cheaper than calculating O and remains covariant under
lattice symmetry transformations, i.e., for g ∈ G, O(appx) [U g ] = O(appx),g [U ] , where g is
a transformation from a larger set G, U g is the transformed gauge field and hi denotes an
ensemble average. With these definitions, an improved and unbiased estimate O(imp) can be
constructed as
*
+
X

1
O(imp) = O − O(appx) +
O(appx),g .
(5.1)
NG g∈G
For low-mode averaging (LMA) the propagators in O(appx) are constructed purely from the
lowest eigenmodes, while in the case of AMA, one uses the ‘sloppy’ propagators obtained
either via a fixed iteration count or with a stopping condition that that is relaxed compared
to the more accurate propagators used to compute O.
This further reduction of necessary M applications (from sloppy solves, and/or efficient
eigensolvers to find low modes), on top of the reduction already obtained from the (in)exact
deflation makes it possible for many measurements to achieve statistical errors comparable
to those from fluctuation of gauge configurations (e.g., Ref. [79])
C.

All-to-all propagators

The all-to-all (A2A) technique is used frequently when the quantities to be measured
formally require a number of propagators from sources on each of the lattice sites, which
typically number 106 or more. A well known example is a class of operators called “disconnected diagrams,” in which there are one or more quark loops not connected to the external
legs of the operators.
A2A approximates an arbitrary component of the M −1 as a sum of the outer product of
pre-calculated vectors:
M

−1

'

Nl
X
i

|λi i

1
hλi |
λi
+

Nh
X
i0

M −1 −

Nl
X
i

!
NX
l +Nh
1
|λi i hλi | |ηi0 i hηi0 | =
|vi i hwi | ,
λi
i=1

where |λi i is the eigenvector with the eigenvalue λi and {|ηi i} form an orthonormal basis of
stochastic sources. The idea being that propagators from the stochastic sources include the
necessary high frequency modes, while the eigenvector basis captures the low lying part of
the space.
The A2A technique turns the constructions of correlation functions from arbitrary lattice
sites into a series of linear algebra operations without the need for additional Dirac operator
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inversions or inter-node communication except for the global sums. A sufficient number of
eigenvectors for the low modes with efficiently constructed (stochastic) high modes allows
for a reduction of the measurement error from the A2A procedure to smaller than the gauge
noise. Further, there have been detailed studies in how to choose the pattern for selecting
√
the |ηi i which allows for much better suppression of statistical error than the naive 1/ Nh
factor, by judiciously choosing the grouping of degree of freedom which eliminates the most
significant source of errors from random noise (dilution), or which allow for progressive
winnowing of random points by utilizing Hadamard vectors (hierarchical probing [92]).
D.

Multi–particle contractions

The evaluation of many-body correlation functions is a challenging aspect of the workflow
of lattice-QCD calculations. One area where these calculations arise is the extraction of a
few excited energy levels in many-hadron systems. The intrinsic finite-volume nature of the
calculations is actually an advantage. The finite-volume energies, and matrix elements, can
be related to their Minkowski space infinite volume scattering amplitudes via the Lüscher
relations [93–95]. The analytic behavior of these S-matrix amplitudes can be used to extract resonant properties of states including branching fraction for decays that can then be
directly confronted with experiment [96]. The low-energy behavior of scattering amplitudes
in nuclear systems provides information on nuclear many-body forces [97].
These calculations must necessarily include many-quark operator constructs that provide
overlap onto the finite-volume energy levels. With a large basis of quark fields, a particularly
challenging aspect is the large combinatoric connections between the operators leading to
large numbers of quark-line graphs that must be evaluated. A consequence of variational
calculations is that there are common intermediate contractions that can be cached. Improved algorithms can find optimal orderings for constructing the temporaries and the graph
evaluations, leading to significant cost savings. Research along these directions has been a
focus of the Exascale Computing Project for lattice-QCD. The large combinatorics can be
ameliorated by recasting the fermionic integration over the quark fields into the determinant
of systems of equations [98, 99]. It is clear that more research is needed in these areas.
VI.
A.

EXPLOITING LEADERSHIP COMPUTING SYSTEMS
Historical perspective and machine building

Lattice-QCD practitioners have been at the forefront of computing, to the extent of frequently designing special purpose systems that were tuned to the needs of QCD calculations.
Notable examples of custom lattice-QCD systems in the U.S. include the ACPMAPS [100],
QCDSP [101], and QCDOC [19] supercomputers. ACPMAPS was built from Weitek XL
and Intel i860 processors and a custom-built communications backplane such that processing speed, latency, and data bandwith were all well balanced. QCDSP was built from
Texas Instruments DSP processors with a network fabric made of point-to-point serial links.
QCDOC combined IBM’s System-on-a-chip intellectual property with a PowerPC-440 embedded CPU, a Hummer floating point unit, a communications network built on high-speed
serial sinks (HSSL), and a custom memory controller. This project was a sister project of
IBM’s Blue Gene/L system with close collaboration between the design teams and with
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some of the co-designed components (such as the memory controller) being shared between
the two systems. The communications fabrics of QCDOC and QCDSP, were designed to
provide sufficient performance to allow the domain-wall and staggered fermion formulations
of quarks to sustain a specific minimum level of performance even in the strong scaling
limit. Indeed both QCDOC and the Blue Gene line were noted for their excellent strong
scaling properties. USQCD researchers maintained their close links with IBM working as
subcontractors in some cases on design elements of successor Blue Gene/P and Blue Gene/Q
architectures. This work has also developed close ties with ALCF, where high performance
lattice-QCD codes were used, for example, to troubleshoot the Blue Gene racks on delivery. With such a deep technical background, partnership with vendors, and ready software
USQCD made excellent use of the line of Blue Gene systems at ALCF and to a certain degree at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). QCD codes running on QCDSP
and on a Blue Gene/L system at LLNL both won Gordon Bell Prizes.
In the space of computational clusters, innovations were made at Fermilab and Jefferson
Lab to provide highly cost-effective systems for analysis, including meshing cluster nodes in
a three-dimensional torus using gigabit ethernet links, Infiniband for adequate latency, and
introducing GPU accelerators. The first GPU accelerator-based cluster was contructed in
Europe [22] with gaming GPUs, followed by a larger-scale installation at Jefferson Lab and
systems with scientific-computing GPUs at Fermilab . Later, GPUs were incorporated into
leadership-class systems such as Titan at OLCF or BlueWaters at NCSA (2012).
1.

Utilizing GPUs

The first GPUs used for lattice QCD were programmed using the OpenGL graphics programming interface [22]. The appearance of the more useable CUDA programming system
spurred the USQCD development of the QUDA QCD library for GPUs [23, 24, 27] and its
successful interfacing with the Chroma code [54, 102]. The original developers of QUDA
found successful careers at Nvidia and maintained their links with the QCD community.
This collaboration led to improvements of QUDA especially in terms of strong scaling, using
the Edge analysis cluster at LLNL to strong scale lattice QCD to over 100 GPUs for the
first time [25]. In 2012, the era of GPUs in large petascale resources in the U.S. began
with OLCF deploying Titan and NCSA deploying the BlueWaters systems, respectively.
Lattice-QCD codes were, thus, ready to exploit these new resources as soon as they became
available. More recently USQCD researchers have been early users on the Summit system at
OLCF, in particular providing test cases and benchmarks to OLCF. Some of the successful
outcomes of this work are described in Sec. III E. USQCD researchers also started utilizing
tensor cores, first for mixed precision inverters studied in Ref. [71].
2.

Utilizing Intel Xeon PhiTM architecture

Lattice-QCD researchers also developed links with Intel Corporation to develop efficient kernels for the Many Integrated Core (MIC) architecture devices, later code-named
Xeon PhiTM . The work began on the Intel Knights Ferry system and proceeded to Intel
Knights Corner, in partnership with engineers at Intel, specifically Intel Parallel Computing
Labs at Intel Santa Clara and Bangalore, India. High-performance code for the Wilson
formulation of QCD available in 2013 [103, 104]. USQCD also collaborated with European
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colleagues on Xeon Phi software [105] and code for staggered and domain-wall fermions was
being developed contemporaneously and reported shortly after, e.g. in Ref. [78].
With these experiences, USQCD was well positioned to partner with NERSC during the
procurement of the Cori system with sizeable Xeon Phi Knights Landing (KNL) partition
of approximately 9,600 nodes. Overall three USQCD codes (Chroma, MILC, CPS) askwere
chosen to be Tier-1 NERSC Exascale Application Partnership (NESAP) codes, with another (QLua) becoming a Tier-2 code. As part of this partnership, these codes were further
developed and optimized through hackathons and dungeon sessions with NERSC and Intel [106, 107]. In the context of USQCD, Jefferson Lab deployed a KNL cluster in 2016
and enlarged it in 2018. Brookhaven deployed one of the first production KNL cluster with
dual rail Omni-Path network in 2017, which lead to the discovery and the development
of the solution for the Omni-Path performance issue with KNL-based systems [108]. The
KNL developments enable USQCD researchers to be productive on Cori (at NERSC) and
on Theta (at ALCF). A recent summary of KNL code performance worldwide can be found
in Ref. [109].
B.

Current DOE leadership computational landscape

The current computational landscape in the U.S. is in transition. ALCF, while awaiting
the forthcoming exascale Aurora system, still operates the Mira Blue Gene/Q machine,
having supplemented it with Theta, a system based on Intel KNL chips. NERSC operates
Cori, which is a combination of dual socket Haswell servers (data partition) and KNL systems
(Cori KNL partition).
Recently, OLCF deployed Summit, which, at the time of writing, is the fastest computer
system in the world according to the Top 500 rankings [110]. Summit is a GPU-based system
featuring the latest Nvidia Tesla V100 (Volta) GPUs. Each node has six GPU devices,
connected with high-speed NVLink connections. The nodes themselves are connected with
Infiniband. At the same time, OLCF continues to operate Titan, a Cray XT7 system
featuring Tesla K20X GPUs and the Cray Gemini interconnect. USQCD codes can readily
exploit Summit by treating it as a regular (albeit large) GPU cluster, however its Infiniband
network can pose challenges to strong scaling. USQCD has been running on Titan since
its arrival. Communications difficulties in GPU systems have driven software development
activity to incorporate communication reduction and avoidance techniques to alleviate the
situation.
C.

Exascale and pre-exascale systems

The ASCR roadmap anticipates three large systems: i) Perlmutter at NERSC [111],
ii) Aurora at ALCF [112], and iii) Frontier at OLCF [113]. The Perlmutter system will
be delivered by Cray and will feature both a CPU (powered by Advanced Micro Devices
CPUs) and a GPU-enabled partition, utilizing Cray’s next-generation ethernet-compatible
Slingshot fabric. From the point of view of existing GPU software, his architecture is an
evolutionary step, so USQCD researchers should be well placed to be able to use the system.
At this point in time, very few public details are available about the Aurora system.
The Early Science Program call for proposals [114] lists a few items of guidance, such as
the suggestion that the architecture will be optimized to support codes with sections of fine
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grained concurrency, and that OpenMP 5 will likely contain the constructs necessary to
guide the compiler to get optimal performance.
Similarly, not much information is yet available regarding the forthcoming Frontier system
from OLCF, except that delivery is expected to begin in 2021 and that the system will
support advanced simulation capabilities, high performance data analytics and artificial
intelligence applications. The architecture might be expected to differ from that of Aurora.
As part of the Exascale Computing Project (ECP), some USQCD researchers are involved
in co-design activities with ECP industrial partners. It is hoped that the combination of codesign partnerships, participation in early science projects (NESAP2, Aurora ESP etc.), and
direct collaboration with ALCF, OLCF, and NERSC will enable the USQCD community to
continue to be ready these new pre-exascale and exascale systems as soon as they become
available.
D.
1.

General hardware trends
On-node parallelism

The general trend of new and future hardware is towards systems with increasingly high
compute densities. This manifests itself primarily in ever more powerful nodes, with the
main power of the node often coming from on-node parallelism of some nature, either via
many cores on the node or via accelerator devices such as GPUs. The primary forms of
parallelism on node have typically been multi-threading on CPU cores, single-instruction
multiple-thread (SIMT) parallelism on GPUs and single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD)
parallelism on CPUs (also known as vector parallelism).
2.

Mixed precision

Graphics and machine-learning applications typically tolerate reduced precision compared
with traditional scientific computing applications. Therefore, recent hardware provide higher
32-bit and 16-bit processing rates at the expense of double precision. For example, the tensor
cores on the Nvidia Volta architecture enable OLCF’s Summit to already breach the exaops barrier [115]. Intel, in turn, has announced the Knights Mill architecture which is an
Intel Xeon Phi chip with improved single precision performance compared to the previous
Knights Landing architecture [116] designed specifically to serve the artificial intelligence
market. This trend can be expected to persist into the future, requiring developers of high
performance libraries and frameworks to invest in codes that allow mixing of precisions and
to follow developments in multi-precision algorithms.
3.

Memory bandwidth

Nodes typically host a variety of memory speeds, often including high-bandwidth memory.
On recent GPU systems, this has been on-device HBM/HBM2, whereas in KNL systems
it has been on-package MCDRAM. For applications whose data fit into the fast memory
completely, no real management of the fast memory was required. For others, a variety of
solutions became available over time. Initially, one had to manage the memory explicitly and,
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in some cases, software cache systems were developed [55]. KNL could be run in a cache
mode where the fast MCDRAM acted as a direct mapped level-3 cache that required no
user intervention, at the cost of sacrificing some memory bandwidth. More recently, unified
virtual memory and managed memory were developed on the Nvidia GPUs to reduce the
burden of explicit management of transfers between host and device memory spaces.

4.

Inter-processing-element bandwidth

While compute nodes have been getting denser and more powerful, the balance of memory bandwidth within the compute devices and between them has generally deteriorated.
For example, the Blue Gene/Q system featured 42.6 GB/sec bandwidth to DRAM and 10
inter-processor links each running at 2.0 GB/sec giving a potential maximum off-chip transfer rate of 20 GB/sec which is approximately half the DRAM bandwidth. On the other
hand, Summit contains 6 Nvidia Volta GPUs each having 900 GB/sec bandwidth to stacked
high bandwidth HBM2 memory. Thus, the node provides a total of about 5400 GB/sec of
memory bandwidth (without even considering the Power9 CPU sockets). Each GPU has
three NVLink 2.0 bidirectional links running at 50 GB/sec per direction. Hence, the total
off chip bandwidth of a GPU is 300 GB/sec (bidirectional) or 150 GB/sec in one direction
(into or out of the GPU). The 300 GB/sec NVLink bandwidth is one-third of the HBM2
memory bandwidth. In turn, the maximum bidirectional bandwidth from the network interface card into the dual-rail Infiniband fabric is about 50 GB/sec. This is now less than
1% the bandwidth available within the node from the HBM2 memories on the GPUs.
The expectation of future systems is that this trend will continue, and the memory hierarchies will deepen (cache, fast memory like HBM2, DRAM, NVRAM, remote-node memory
via fabric, disk). The compute elements will have access to limited memories with very
high bandwidth, but the deeper one gets into the hierarchy the lower the bandwidth to the
compute node will become. One can also anticipate islands of relatively high bandwidth
connectivity within a node, e.g., GPUs connected with NVLink. This skewing of the balance of inter-processing-element bandwidth to the fastest available memory bandwidth, can
become a serious bottleneck for strong scaling, where using more compute nodes results in
a smaller per-node problem, thus placing a heavier demand on communications between
processing elements, for example for halo exchange. As such, research into algorithms that
can reduce or avoid communications continues to be of the essence.

VII.

SOFTWARE

Having a dependable, portable, and efficient software base is key to exploiting both
current leadership class systems and future exascale systems. The software needs to address
a variety of needs. First and foremost, it needs to be able to exploit the current generation
of systems, in order to deliver the science goals of today. Second, it should provide a
good basis for development to be able to exploit future systems. It should be modular and
extensible to allow the addition or integration of high performance components addressing
future architectures, and it should allow the exploration of new algorithmic directions.
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A.

Portable and efficient software from SciDAC

Through funding under multiple iterations of the DOE SciDAC program, USQCD has
developed a layered approach to software. The four primary layers considered are: i) a
communications layer called QCD Message Passing (QMP) ii) a data parallel productivity
layer called QCD Data Parallel (QDP) iii) a layer for optimized components, primarily of
Dirac operators and linear solvers known as ‘’Level 3”, and iv) an application layer which
through judicious use of the layers below could encode the physics algorithms and be used
for production. This last layer features the well-known lattice-QCD application codes MILC,
Chroma, the Columbia Physics System (CPS), as well as newer code frameworks such as
QLua and FUEL.
The QMP layer was defined to allow portable communications to systems that may
lack a full-blown implementation of MPI, such as custom QCD systems like the QCDOC
with its custom serial communications, and the Jefferson Lab gigabit ethernet clusters, on
which QMP was implemented using M-VIA. The QDP layer had several implementations,
including one over C++ known as QDP++ and one over C called QDP/C. QDP++ uses
C++ expression template mechanisms to provide operator overloading, allowing the majority
of code to follow the mathematics in a straightforward way.
Level 3 introduced a variety of high performance code libraries over the years, including
SSE implementations of Wilson-Dirac operator, custom high performance implementation
of the Wilson-Dirac and domain-wall fermion operators via the BAGEL library [117], optimized solvers for Möbius domain-wall fermions in the MDWF library [118], the first publicly
available implementation of multi-grid for Wilson-clover fermions (QOP-MG) [48, 75], linear
solvers and QCD software components for GPUs in the QUDA library [23] and for Xeon
Phi and Xeon architectures in the QPhiX library [103], and others.
These high-performance libraries also serve as crucial laboratories for developing new
techniques. A prime example is the QUDA library, which, apart from its advanced solver
algorithms, features a host of performance optimizations for GPUs, including per-kernel
performance autotuning. Reduced precision is used where possible in the Krylov iterative
steps and extensively in preconditioners. QUDA pioneered the use of gauge-link compression for performance (hitherto it has been used primarily to reduce file sizes on I/O) and
the use of 16-bit precision in lattice QCD. QUDA supports a variety of inter GPU communications including regular MPI (for between nodes), as well peer-to-peer and GDR for
GPUs within a node or connected by NVLink. The choice of communications strategy is
also tuned automatically. QUDA was also pioneering in the use of a domain decomposition preconditioner with the aim of improving scalability and continues to innovate in the
area of communications-reduction and avoidance. Many developments in the investigation
of multi-grid algorithms (e.g., multi-grid for staggered fermions, communications avoidance
in smoothers and the bottom solver, and reduced precision on GPUs) take place within the
QUDA library. The library continues to be a testing ground for work in block solvers and
extended Krylov-subspace solvers, as discussed in Sec. IV.
In turn there have been innovations in other libraries. BAGEL, for example, pioneered
the utilization of reduced precision on halo-swaps, some investigations of features of programming models (nested parallelism in OpenMP, use of the Kokkos [119] programming
model) has taken place in the mg proto [120] library, while SIMD aware layouts have been
pioneered in BAGEL/BFM and are now in use in the Grid [121] software. Recursive-descent,
cache-oblivious techniques are used in the MDWF library [118].
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1.

Adapting to disruption

Occasionally, new hardware technologies can disrupt existing programming paradigms.
The arrival of GPUs was a prime example. One issue with GPUs was that due to the degree of
acceleration they could provide to highly optimized code, other parts of an application which
were not accelerated, could become a bottleneck due to Amdahl’s law. Examples of this are
various analysis tasks such as the creation of quark sources, which were insignificant before
solvers were accelerated by GPUs and by algorithmic improvements, but have now become
bottlenecks. In the gauge generation phase, code outside linear solvers in the computation
of molecular dynamics forces suddenly came to dominate. One approach was to re-code the
various routines one by one and optimize them for the GPU.
Another way was adopted in QDP++. In this instance, the expression templates of
QDP++, which had hitherto generated code for the lattice-QCD expressions within the
C++ compiler, were rewritten to generate code at run-time in a dynamic manner using a
just-in-time (JIT) approach. This implementation of QDP++ is known as QDP-JIT [55].
The current QDP-JIT implementation generates code at runtime using the LLVM compiler framework, which targets GPUs using the NVPTX back-end and also has targets for
most currently available mass market CPUs such as Power9, Intel x86, and compatible
chips including Knights Landing and AVX512 support. By accelerating the entire QDP++
framework, all application code on top of it, including Chroma, is likewise automatically
accelerated, thereby reducing the effects of Amdahl’s law.
B.

Developments under the Exascale Computing Project

USQCD software development currently is being undertaken under a SciDAC-4 project
supported by the Office of Science, Office of Nuclear Physics and ASCR and through the
Exascale Computing Project funded by ASCR. Broadly speaking, the purpose of SciDAC
funding is to enable partnerships to make the best effective use of the current DOE leadership facilities, while the Exascale Computing Project (ECP) aims to ensure that high
quality scientific software is available for the forthcoming pre-exascale and exascale systems.
The majority of the software discussion above focuses on developments that were funded
primarily by SciDAC. Here, other activities in the scope of USQCD’s ECP participation are
discussed.
As noted above, USQCD has several strands of work under ECP to carry out research in
algorithms for improved linear solvers, to research gauge generation algorithms addressing
critical slowing down, and to improve methods of post analysis. The ECP project also
features software development, including the development of production systems, as well as
experimentation with new hardware, and programming models.
Two primary data parallel layers being developed are Grid [121] and QEX [122]. Grid is
a data-parallel framework similar to and inspired by QDP++. Unlike QDP-JIT, it utilizes
GPUs through static compilation and features a data layout that is highly beneficial for
SIMD processing on CPUs. QEX uses a new language called Nim which is a higher-level
language similar to Python or Julia but featuring multiple dispatch, a module system similar
to Python, incremental multi-stage compilation and an extremely rich approach to metaprogramming. Nim itself compiles to C directly with an extremely friendly C foreign-function
interface to existing libraries. Both of these frameworks serve to remedy missing features of
the previous QDP++ and QDP software layers (such as the ability to have multiple grids
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in scope in QDP++ for use in multi-grid codes) and to provide features the earlier software layers perhaps didn’t anticipate such as the ability to carry out the split-grid approach
discussed earlier.
Apart from the re-architecting of frameworks and applications, the software work under
ECP also includes experimentation with novel hardware in partnership with several Path
Forward projects with vendors, experimentation with new programming models such as
Kokkos, or by combining and improving existing programming models with C++ features
(e.g., examining the interplay of directive based models like OpenACC and OpenMP with
expression template methods). These exploratory projects typically select a set of kernels
and attempt to implement them in the new programming model, to observe the resulting
performance and to note any programming pain points. In this way, USQCD software work
is synergistic with and beneficial to other ECP software technology projects.
VIII.

OPPORTUNITIES USING MACHINE LEARNING

Machine learning (ML) is emerging as a powerful and versatile computational tool for
scientific applications [123, 124]. For lattice QCD, ML methods promise to accelerate typical computational workflows and also to enable new directions of exploration within lattice
field theory. To be effective in the lattice-QCD context, ML methods must be adapted
significantly from their use in other fields. In particular, ML implementations that incorporate the complex exact and approximate symmetries of lattice-QCD datasets must be
developed, and rigorous methods of uncertainty quantification and error propagation must
be investigated. While some promising early explorations of ML for lattice QCD have been
undertaken recently, these applications are not straightforward and to successfully apply
them at the scale of state-of-the-art lattice-QCD calculations will need continued targeted
research and development.
Gauge field generation
Several ML approaches have been proposed to accelerate the generation of lattice-QCD
gauge-field configurations. Particularly promising are efforts to overcome critical slowing
down in HMC as the lattice spacing is decreased [125, 126] (Fig. 8), and ML approaches
aimed at reducing autocorrelation within HMC [127]. While these studies for lattice QCD
are in early stages, for several of these algorithms it has been proven that they maintain
the balance and ergodicity properties of HMC and are guaranteed to produce the correct
probability distribution in the infinite statistics limit. There are also considerable parallel
efforts to accelerate Monte Carlo methods in related systems [128–130]; successes in these
simpler systems are promising for QCD.
Parameter optimization
Algorithms at all stages of the lattice-QCD workflow involve a significant number of tunable
continuous and discrete parameters, whose optimal values are difficult to determine. For
example, optimization of the many parameters defining HMC gauge generation (such as
the concrete composition of the action to simulate the fermion determinant, and various
tunable parameters in the molecular dynamics such as step sizes) is a complex task with
strong correlations between parameters choices. Similarly, significant tuning is involved in
the construction of approximate nullspaces in multi-grid solvers on large lattices, where the
multi-grid scheme can involve a large number of levels and solver parameters at each level.
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FIG. 8. Machine learning applied to parameter regression in Ref. [126].

In cases such as these, the parameter space is too large to feasibly explore using simple
grid searches. ML tools such as Bayesian optimization using Gaussian processes are natural
candidates as tools to optimize the parameters.
Sparse matrix inversions
As discussed in Sec. IV, sparse matrix inversions are a significant cost in lattice-QCD calculations. Preliminary explorations in applying ML to this task have recently been reported
[131] with promising results. Showing that the approach works at the scale of state-of-theart lattice QCD simulations remains challenging.
Correlator optimization
ML techniques may provide a method to optimize lattce-QCD interpolating operators to
minimize overlap onto unwanted states. This would reduce the computation required to
determined properties of states which can be accessed with current techniques, and allow
states which have previously been inaccessible to be studied. This is particularly relevant for
nuclei, where exponentially more complex operator constructions are required to effectively
suppress unwanted contamination of excited states. A number of ML approaches well suited
to this task have been applied successfully to similar problems in molecular design and drug
discovery. Recently, an ML approach to determining estimators for lattice QCD has also
been explored [132].
Phase transitions
ML has been successfully applied to detection of phase transitions and discovery of order
parameters in a number of condensed matter systems [133–136]. A first application of
similar methods in the context of quantum field theory has recently been used to study the
deconfinement transition in SU(2) Yang-Mills theory at finite temperature [137]. Further
refinements may enable new insights into the nature of the QCD deconfinement and chiral
symmetry restoration transitions.
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Lefschetz thimbles and learnifolds
In recent studies of theories with sign problems, which are difficult to study using standard
Monte Carlo methods (such as lattice QCD at nonzero baryon density), a new approach has
emerged based on complexification of the necessary integrations. Recently, variants of this
approach based on optimizing the integration manifold using machine learning have been
developed, with successful applications to the 1+1-dimensional Thirring model [138] and
scalar φ4 theory in 1+1 dimensions [139, 140]. While promising, extending these approaches
to finite-density QCD is an extremely challenging long-term research problem.
IX.

QUANTUM COMPUTING AND QUANTUM INFORMATION SCIENCE

USQCD has carefully studied its HPC and workforce requirements during previous selfstudies and through DOE initiated review processes, such as the Exascale Requirements
Review that was completed in 2016. We have determined that, with access to exascale
computing resources, we can determine many of the strong-interaction physics quantities
that are important to the DOE missions in nuclear physics and in high-energy physics with
the required precision. Indeed, that is the focus of this and the companion whitepapers [1–6].
That said, we have also determined that there are other important physics quantities that will
not be able to be determined with sufficient precision, even with access to exascale computing
resources or beyond. Precision computations directly from lattice QCD of modest- and highdensity systems, the real-time evolution of systems, transport in systems, out of equilibrium
systems, and high-energy inelastic processes, such as fragmentation, are simply out of reach.
As USQCD is an organization that has been at the forefront of HPC architectures and
their development. Examples include ACPMAPS, QCDSP, and QCDOC, which were designed by lattice-gauge theory teams, as well as early adoption of IBM Blue Gene, GPUs,
Intel Xeon Phis. Through its long history of close collaboration with technology industry
and vendors, it is natural for us to seek forward-looking solutions to our current challenges.
The rapid developments in quantum information science (QIS) and quantum computing
(QC) make it time to explore how quantum devices can complement classical computing
resources. At present, cloud-accessible quantum devices at IBM (Fig. 9) and Rigetti are
available, as is private access to trapped ion systems. Further, there us the expectation that
a range of such devices will become readily available, along with simulators and technical
support. Finally, technology companies such as Google, IBM, Intel, and Microsoft expect
to have universal quantum computers with about 50-qubits (without error correction) available now. IBM announced an operational 50-qubit QC near the end of 2017, and currently
has a 20-qubit QC, a 16-qubit QC and two 5-qubit QCs available to users through the
IBM Q Experience web-interface. The architectures of these QCs encompass superconducting qubits (IBM, Google and Intel) and topological qubits (Microsoft). D-Waves quantum
devices use quantum annealing to address minimization problems. A growing number of
other technology companies are also building programmable QCs, such as Rigetti and IonQ.
In addition, some university- and national-laboratory-based groups are making significant
progress in quantum simulation with recent results announced in quantum many-body systems obtained with programmable quantum simulators using more than 50 cold trapped
ions as qubits.
Current hardware specifications, such as number of qubits, coherence times, measurement errors, are presently very restrictive, a circumstance that has been dubbed the noisy
intermediate scale quantum (NISQ) era by John Preskill [141]. It is therefore unlikely that
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FIG. 9. Dilution refrigerator housing the superconducting quantum hardware (left) and the IBM
QX2 quantum chip comprised of five qubits and radio-frequency couplings (right).

realistic quantum field theories will be simulated on such devices in the foreseeable future.
In many ways, the present situation is reminiscent of the situation lattice QCD found itself
in during the 1970s with classical computing. Then, it was clear that certain classes of
problems would be solvable with sufficient classical computing resources and with complementary developments in algorithms for linear algebra and ones specific to quantum field
theory. With a quantum advantage for some problems in atomic and molecular systems
expected to be gained with greater than about 50 qubits supporting a modest size gate
depth, a quantum advantage for QCD is expected to require many orders of magnitude
more and with error correction. However, with such capabilities, we expect to be able to
perform reliable calculations of non-equilibrium systems, of the fragmentation of hadrons,
and high-density strongly interacting systems.
It is conceivable that the first quantum devices to be deployed in a meaningful way to
tackle QCD will be embedded in exascale, or beyond, classical computing hardware, and will
consist of a few-qubit systems distributed within classical compute nodes, in analogy with
the deployment of GPUs in present and future classical hardware. This scenario suggests
that lattice QCD could benefit from developing hybrid classical-quantum algorithms to
perform some of the tasks currently performed solely on classical hardware or for new tasks
for systems currently out of reach.
Given that this is only one possible scenario, it seems wise for a fraction of the USQCD
collaboration to embark on an effort to understand the potential of QC and QIS for QCD
calculations important to high-energy and nuclear physics of the future. It makes sense
to learn how to use available hardware to develop an understanding of this new computing
technology, which can then be deployed to address the USQCD mission and begin to develop
relevant algorithms. We anticipate the next several years to involve some retooling for some
of the collaboration, a period to develop ties with technology companies, and to learn from
other communities. USQCD has established a committee to perform ongoing evaluations
of QIS and QC as it relates to quantum field theory and quantum chromodynamics. This
committee is expected to provide regular updates to the USQCD Executive Committee.
Finally, we expect that a funding framework similar in spirit to the SciDAC program would
serve us well, as it continues to do so for classical computing developments.
As outlined in a whitepaper prepared for the US DOE, “Quantum Computing for Theoretical Nuclear Physics” [142], one can imagine that a plausible approach to begin to
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understand how to compute properties of quantum field theories with quantum computers
is to begin by analyzing low-dimensional theories, starting with scalar field theory and the
Schwinger model. Then increasing the dimensionality of the systems, moving to non-Abelian
theories, and then finally to 3+1 dimensional QCD. This would include optimizing the layout on qubits, optimizing quantum circuits and then running codes on available quantum
devices. It is conceivable that the need for efficient Trotterization of the QCD evolution operator could drive the design of quantum hardware and communication fabrics in the same
way it did in classical computing. These are obvious and conceptually simple directions to
consider.
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